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Abstract

Development and Characterization of Parallel-Plate
Avalanche Counters for Nuclear Physics Experiments

Matthias Carlsson

Parallel-plate avalanche counters, PPACs, are commonly used to detect fission
fragments. The PPAC detects them and mark (very accurately) the time of detection.
Such measurements can be used to measure the neutron energy (via time-of-flight) to
study neutron-induced fission.

This project report provides a method that, together with the discussed
improvements, allows the fabrication of good quality PPAC detectors. Several PPACs
are manufactured and the electrodes are built from 0.9 µm thick mylar foils which
are evaporated with a 40-80 nm thin layer of aluminum.

The developed PPACs are characterized with well known radioactive Cf and Am
sources (the source characterization also found in this report), and compared against
each other. Additionally, the PPAC signal amplitude spectrum are found to follow
theoretical expectations with regards to angular dependence, gas pressure and an
applied electrode voltage.

At a specific applied electrode voltage and range of gas pressures (3-9 mbar), the
measured time resolutions are 2.24-1.38 ns. A trend is observed for finer time
resolutions at higher gas pressures.
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Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning

Parallel-plate avalanche counters, PPACs, används ofta för att detektera fis-
sionsfragment. PPAC:en detekterar fragmenten med väldigt god tidsupplösning
och s̊aledes kan PPAC detektorer användas till att mäta neutron energier (mha.
flygtidsmetoden), vilka uppmätts för att studera neutroninducerad fission.

Det här projektet och den här rapporten beskriver en metod, med föreslagna
förbättringar, som möjliggör tillverkning av PPAC detektorer av bra kvalitet.
Under projektet har flera PPACs byggts med elektroder gjorda av 0.9 µm tunn
mylar för̊angade med 40-80 nm aluminium.

De tillverkade PPAC detektorerna är karaktäriserade med väl kända ra-
dioaktiva Cf- och Am-källor (dessa karaktäriseras även i den här rapporten).
Detektorerna är sedan jämförda mot varandra och är funna att följa teoretiska
förväntningar med avseende p̊a vinkel-, gastryck- och p̊alagd elektrodspänningsberoende.

Resultaten av projektet, som besvarar flera tidigare fr̊ageställningar och
bekräftar vissa antaganden, flyttar utsikten och först̊aelsen fram̊at för hur PPACs
fungerar och vad forskarna kan uppn̊a med dem.
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1 Introduction

Gas-filled detectors have been around since the beginning of experimental nu-
clear physics. Ionizing radiation reaches the gas, that is the active part of the
detector, and the gas becomes ionized. The detector collects the ionized charged
particles from the gas and produces an electrical signal that depends on the ion-
ization level. More information on gas-filled detectors can be found in Radiation
Detection And Measurement by Knoll [1], on which much of the theory in this
text is based. Here the key components of the detection process will be pre-
sented in an effort to outline how to manufacture and operate a specific type of
gas-filled detector called Parallel-Plate Avalanche Counter (PPAC). Essentially,
PPACs are developed to detect heavy charged particles, such as alpha particles
or fission fragments [2], which is also the purpose of the PPACs developed in
this project.

The name PPAC is very descriptive. Two conducting parallel plates working
as electrodes are used to collect the products of the ionization process (electrons
and positively charged ions). A strong electric field is generated between the
plates by applying a high voltage bias between them. The field separates the
electrons and ions and accelerates them towards their respective electrode. An
avalanche is created if the generated field is strong enough to accelerate the
charged particles to energies above the gas’ ionization energy. The last part of
the name PPAC, Counter, proceeds from the typical detector usage, to count
events. The characteristic fast PPAC signal is advantageous in this regard as it
allows to deal with very high counting rates.

This report describes the PPAC more thoroughly and also shows how to
manufacture and operate one. The layout of the report will be to first explain
the theory behind the working principle of radiation detection (focused towards
detection in a PPAC) and then present the design and manufacturing procedure
of the PPACs. Next follows a chapter about radioactive sources. The aims of
this chapter are to both provide reliable source data for the coming characteri-
zation measurements but also to estimate the radioactive dose of working near
these particular sources.

Finally, the results of the characterization of the constructed PPACs are
presented and followed by a final discussion and conclusion chapter.

1.1 Examples of PPAC Applications in Literature

PPACs are utilized in a variety of applications and the designs vary in complex-
ity, very often they make use of the characteristic fast PPAC signals.

The PPAC is not a new type of detector, Christiansen used PPACs already
in 1952 according to [3], and in 1977 Breskin [4] described a simple method
to estimate the time resolution by placing two PPAC in series with a mono-
energetic alpha source and measuring the spread in time-of-flight. Breskin may
be seen as a PPAC pioneer as he further developed a method to use a PPAC with
two segmented cathodes and one anode as a bi-dimensional position detector [5].

In recent years bi-dimensional position detection ability is utilized into more
complex designs. For example, at RIKEN in Japan [3] two PPACs with seg-
mented cathodes are placed parallel to each other but in series with respect to
the beam. The design of each PPAC is similar to Breskin’s but the two PPACs
work together to primarily increase the detection efficiency. The setup is used
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as focal plane detector of a magnetic spectrometer. The segmented cathodes
allow the detector to find the most probable location of where the gas ionization
occurred.

Simpler designs are still used today. For example, if the sole purpose of the
detector is to count or to mark the time of a passing heavy charged particle,
the design does not have to be very complex. In such setups, the PPAC is
often combined with other detectors. As an example, at the Oslo Cyclotron
Laboratory, [6], PPACs are placed close to a fission source to provide a time
mark corresponding to a fission event.

At CERN, in the n TOF-facility PPACs are utilized to measure the neutron
energy via time-of-flight to determine neutron induced cross sections and angular
distributions for different neutron energies [7].

1.2 Application of PPACs at the NFS Facility

The purpose of this report is related to the detector setup suggested for a project
at the Neutrons for Science (NFS) facility at GANIL France [8]. The setup
will consist of PPACs (placed near the fissionable target) and Silicon detectors
placed at different angles around a fissionable target. The aim of this particular
research project is to measure neutron-induced fission cross sections with high
neutron energy resolution [9].

To obtain neutrons, a proton (or deuteron) beam will be directed to a target
of Li or Be. The obtained neutron will then begin to travel a distance of 5
meters into a fissionable target and induce fission. A PPAC is placed near the
fissionable target to mark the time of the induced fission event by detecting the
fission fragment. The start time provided by a signal phase-locked to the radio
frequency of the accelerator and the stop time provided by the PPAC will be
used to measure the kinetic energy of the neutron via time of flight.

The goal of this report is to present how to build PPAC detectors that can
be used at NFS and how to characterize them. The characterization consists of
measuring the built PPACs’ detection efficiency, angle and gas pressure depen-
dence and time resolution at different parallel plates biases. Past simulations
within the research group set the goal for the PPAC timing resolution. The
timing resolution must be kept below 0.5 ns in order to reach neutron energy
resolutions of 0.1-0.5 MeV [10].
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2 Theory

The scope of this section is to give an overview of the interaction of ionizing
radiation with matter (gas) which is important for the understanding of the
working principles of a PPAC. The brief theoretical background is followed by
a few sections on how to acquire and analyze the detectors (PPAC and Silicon)
signal.

The physics of charged particle motion in an electric field is well described
by electrodynamics literature such as Griffiths [11] and this discussion is not
included in this report. More specific literature about the charge induction on
the electrodes and the signal formation in a gas detector can be found in Gaseous
Radiation Detectors by Sauli [12]. More specifically the chapter about parallel
plate counters is of particular interest in this regard. If a reader of this text
finds the presented considerations insufficient, this particular chapter by Sauli
is recommended as the next step.

As with any detector, the goal is to achieve a measurable signal. Ionized gas
is the basis of the signal formation in the gas-filled detectors.

The products of the ionization (electrons and positively charged ions) in-
duced by the radiation may be separated by applying an electric- or a magnetic
field. In a PPAC an electric field is used, which is generated by applying a po-
tential between two electrodes, namely the anode and the cathode. The PPAC
gas between the electrodes is indeed where the signal is produced.

If the gas is ionized, pairs of particles (an ion and a free electron) are formed
in the gas, these are charged and will be accelerated towards the electrodes
by the electric field; this motion is called drift. In a PPAC, the gas ions are
relatively heavy and drift slowly towards the cathode whereas free electrons
are light and drift rapidly towards the anode. The stronger the acceleration
of the drifting particles to high speeds the larger the resulting avalanche, so
one way of increasing the signal is by increasing the applied voltage. A PPAC
is typically designed to acquire the fast signal from the electrons. The short
radiation trajectory in the detector (i.e the narrow spacing between the two
parallel plates) and fast signal amplification in the gas allow for the superior
timing resolutions typically seen in PPAC designs.

2.1 A Radiation Source

Radiation is often subdivided by the power transmitted. Ionizing radiation is
typically labeled the most energetic radiation and it is what is of concern in this
text. Ionizing radiation is energetic enough to ionize atoms, i.e one or several
electrons are separated from the atom.

Ionizing radiation may further be subdivided into gamma-, beta-, alpha
radiation but also protons, neutrons and other heavy charged particles such as
fission fragments are forms of ionizing radiation.

Radioactive isotopes are perhaps the first thing one thinks of when hearing
of radiation sources, but ionizing radiation actually may come from a variety
of sources, other than radioactive isotopes such as cosmic rays, (de)accelerating
charged particles, man-made machines such as X-rays-machines or particle ac-
celerators etc.

The activity, A, is the main parameter of a radioactive sources and it is
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defined by the fundamental law of radioactive decay :

dN

dt
= −λN = A (1)

where N is the number of nuclei in a sample and λ is defined as the decay constant
with units s−1. Activity is measured in Becquerel, Bq and that corresponds to
one decay per second.

Sources based on different radioactive nuclides have different half-life periods,
i.e. different decay constant, λ related to the half-life, t1/2 by:

t1/2 =
ln 2

λ
(2)

Sources which emit heavy charged particles, namely, alpha-particles and fission
fragments, are of interest for characterization of the PPACs.

In this project, the studied sources are indeed radioactive isotopes, more
precisely Cf-252 and Am-241. They decay mainly via alpha radiation but Cf-
252 also undergoes spontaneous fission (with a low probability compared to its
alpha-decay, 3.09% [13]). The activity of our sources are to be characterized
and can be found in this report, see Section 4.

2.2 Interaction of Heavy Charged Particles with Matter

A heavy charged particle is basically any charged particle heavier than a pro-
ton, e.g. α-particles or fission fragments. The heavy charged particles interact
primarily with matter through the Coulomb force. Nuclei heavier than alpha
particles, such as fission fragments (FF), have larger charge and therefore may
interact more actively with the surroundings. More energetic interaction means
less range and greater stopping power that acts on the particle.

Quantum mechanics outlines the structure inside an atom and predicts that
the energy of its particles are quantized and that their location in space is not
fixed but follows a probability density function. One interpretation proceeds
then that any particle-matter interaction is subjected to a statistical uncertainty
due to the arbitrary location of the charged particles. One consequence of the
quantum mechanical effects is randomness.

As radiation traverses a medium the statistical uncertainty, or random in-
teraction effect, results in a phenomenon known as Energy straggling. It is a
measure of the spread of energy that a mono energetic particle beam has after
interacting with a medium. Straggling is most prominent in energy transfer
interactions where only a small part of the heavy charged particle’s energy is
transfered to the medium.

As an ion enters an absorbing medium, it immediately ”feels” the presence
of the electrons in the medium and as it proceeds, depending on the distance
between the nucleus and the electrons of the media, the electrons are either
excited or knocked out from their atoms, consequently slowing down the moving
particle. The knocked out (or orbital) electron may be picked up by the heavy
charged particle and alter its charge state. Because of this, a radiation particle
always has an equilibrium charge state with its surroundings. The state changes
with the kinetic energy of the particle.

Various media have different electron configurations/densities and thus in-
teract uniquely with radiation. Logically one would think that the more charges
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Figure 1: The Bragg curve of an alpha track. The beam-curve is smeared out
because of straggling. From Knoll, [1].

interacting, the more interaction; and the higher the speed of the incoming par-
ticle, the less interaction. To some extent, this is the case. Bethe’s formula
(Eq. 3) models this interaction describing the Stopping power, S, of a certain
medium:

S = −dE
dx

=
4πe4z2

m0v2
B (3)

where z and v are the charge number and speed of the incoming particle and m0

and e are the electron rest mass and electronic charge. B depends on the charge
number and on the number density of the target medium and also includes
relativistic effects of the incoming particle.

Bethe’s formula describes the amount of energy deposited per unit length
in the medium by a particle traversing it. It confirms the logical assumption
of the relation between radiation speed and the interaction with the medium.
Bethe’s formula correlates the stopping power with the square of the charge of
the particle and inversely squared with the speed of the particle. The formula
predicts further that the stopping power increases with slower particle speed.
If the medium is thick enough to stop the particle completely, near the end
of the trajectory the speed is low enough for the nucleus to begin picking up
electrons, lowering the effective charge and thus lowering the stopping power
again resulting in a stopping power vs particle energy-curve described as a Bragg
curve [1]. A Bragg-curve of a particle penetrating a medium can be seen in
Figure 1. (The figure also shows the effect of straggling.)

2.2.1 A Heavy Charged Particle in a PPAC

In a PPAC, the primary interaction of the heavy charged particle is with the gas
separating the two electrodes (although some interactions with the electrodes
also occur).

A PPAC signal is caused by induced charged particles (electrons and ions
of the gas) reaching the electrodes. To acquire a large signal, an event named
a Townsend Avalanche has to occur, subsequently reducing the need of exter-
nal amplifiers [1]. The avalanche is made up of secondary induced particles
accelerated by the electric field.

Many gas properties, geometrical considerations and field strengths must
be considered to induce a controlled (i.e proportional) Townsend Avalanche.
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These will be considered in a later chapter. For now the focus is on the primary
interaction of the heavy charged particles with the gas. In particular, it is the
energy transferred from the particle in the interaction that will determine the
amplitude of the signal.

A PPAC can be used to measure the time of flight of a particle. The PPAC
is then designed to not stop the heavy charged particle. With thin electrodes
and low gas pressure one can assume that very little energy is deposited in the
detector and thus the stopping power can often be approximated as constant
and the ionization as uniform along the heavy charged particle path through
the PPAC. Additionally, to not stop the particle comes at a cost: straggling
becomes prominent and limits the PPAC energy resolution [14]. Moreover,
as only relatively few primary interactions occur, the statistical uncertainty of
primary ionizations increases the width of the signal amplitude (pulse-height)
spectra.

2.3 Gas Amplification

Ionization and avalanches may appear in any gas subjected to a sufficiently
strong electric field. However, it is very useful to have some control over the
avalanche process. That is why proportional counters, such as a PPAC, operate
in a proportional regime of the gas. Here the number of charges counted at
the electrodes are proportional to the number of charges first induced by the
radiation.

The choice of working condition is a complex process where many parameters
need to be weighted against each other depending on the design goals. Some
of the parameters are the sort of gas, pressure, electric field strength, distance
between the plates, stopping power, drift speed etc. On top of the ”process-
involved” properties there are safety considerations such as fire and explosion
risk and toxicity involved in the choice of gas. In essence, the gas must not
pick up electrons and often the choice stands between two gas families: noble
gases and complex molecules such as ammonia, isobutane or octafluoropropane
[14].The noble gases offers avalanche multiplication at lower voltages but the
gain is typically much lower than with the complex molecules. Additionally,
the complex gas molecules also absorbs gammas that might otherwise induce
secondary ionizations. An interested reader can find more information about
this in Knoll’s [1] or C. Stéphan’s [14] chapters about Proportional Counters
and subsequent references in their texts.

Typically in a PPAC very little energy is deposited by the ionizing radiation
and consequently the signal needs to be amplified to be measurable. The am-
plification is a product of a Townsend avalanche happening in the gas. As an
electron drifts towards the anode, more electrons are knocked free and finally
the number of electrons reaching the anode is proportional to the gas ionization
level induced by the heavy charged particles. The position of the primary ion-
ization is also a consideration, but the above statement is valid if the particle
quickly traverses the PPAC (go through both electrodes).

An avalanche process is very fast and can only be proportionally sustained
over a limited range of gas pressures and electric field strengths. Within this
range the result is an avalanche multiplication which propagates into a mea-
surable current in the anode (assuming the PPAC is designed to only ”see”
electrons; more about this in the next section). The signal is the sum of every
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electron reaching the anode. An exponential model, called Townsend avalanche
equation, that describes the density of electrons per unit length, can thus be
used to predict the signal:

n(x) = n0e
αx (4)

where n0 is the density of electrons created at a given location of interaction, α
is the first Townsend coefficient of the gas (which varies with the electric field
and pressure) and x is the traveled distance (from the point of the primary
ionization to the electrode) inside the gas. In a PPAC, α is constant because
the electric field is uniform, however it depends on the reduced electric field, S,
which essentially is the electric field divided by the gas pressure. S is related to
the first Townsend coefficient, α, with:

α

p
= KSm exp

−L
S1−m (5)

where K, L and m are constants related to the specific gas and p is the gas
pressure, m is known to be between 0 and 1 [15].

Under normal conditions, the charges from the avalanche process make up
almost all the signal [3], the signal is most simply approximated by assuming all
primary ionizations occurring on the cathode or by assuming uniform ionization
along heavy charged particle trajectory (between the electrodes). The difference
between the two models (the exponential model in Eq. 4 and the integration of
the model, Eq. 12) is compared in Ref. [3] and summarized here with:

N0

Ñ0

∼ 1

αd
(6)

where the Ñ0 is number of primary ionizations in the integrated model N0 is
the number of primary ionizations in the simple exponential model.

The typical parameters for the PPACs at RIKEN [3] yields that the effective
primary electrons make up only 8% of the signal (α = 3.0 mm−1 and d = 4
mm). The same parameters in the integrated model yields a gas amplification
of ∼13,500 which confirms that most of the collected charges (the signal) are
electrons of the secondary ionizations process.

To my understanding, as interactions that are closest to the cathode are the
most impactful to the (electron) signal, due to the exponential increment with
distance, the primary interaction depth of interest becomes narrower. I think
this has to be considered and that it may impact the PPAC timing resolution,
or how the orientation of the PPAC should be defined, i.e whether it is better
that the particle radiation enter the PPAC through the cathode or the anode.

2.4 PPAC Electronic Considerations

The PPAC with its two parallel plates can be quite accurately modeled as a
capacitor. If a resistor is put in series with the PPAC, a simple RC-circuit
is acquired. As a charged particle enters the detector the voltage across the
capacitor drops because a small current is drawn from the capacitor as primary
ionizations occur (a more detailed description can be found in Ref. [12]). Next,
the very rapid (for the electrons) avalanche process begins and a signal with
very short rise time is formed. The rise time is typically on the order of a few
nanoseconds. A typical PPAC signal can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Avalanche induced current on cathodes by electrons and ions. The
figure is from Ref. [12] and shows a typical PPAC signal. The electron signal in
the figure is drawn off-scale, it typically has higher amplitude and is shorter in
time

For fast signals with rise times in the order of cable transit time per meter(5.1
ns/m polyethylene dielectric [1]), distortions due to reflections in the cables may
occur. To avoid reflections, one has to match the impedances of the devices in
the electronic setup. Devices with high input impedances, such as oscilloscopes,
have therefore to be terminated with a shunt resistor (with the same impedance
as the cables used) to prevent the signal from reflecting.

Fast signals have another problem, they become increasingly smudged out
and all signals are attenuated the longer they traverse in a cable, which results
in a loss of information as they might be attenuated to an amplitude below
the noise level. Often though, sensitive acquisition electronics must be placed
far from the detector due to space limitations and/or risk of damage from the
radiation sources. Common practice is therefore to place signal reshapers or
preamplifiers close to the detector to allow longer signal cable lengths.

2.5 Noise Suppression

When working with electronics it is important to consider the electronic noise
and work towards lowering the noise level. Noise typically affects the ground
(wires) and may arise from unshielded grounds in which currents of electromag-
netic interference are induced or if large currents are deposited in the ground. To
suppress the noise one must therefore provide a low impedance path for these
currents to dissipate away and neutralize the ground-levels of the electronic
equipments in system. Without proper grounding, ground loops may arise from
ground voltage differences. A voltage difference in a conductor will induce a
current, i.e. noise in the signal cables.

Deficient grounds (grounds that cannot dissipate the charges fast enough)
connected to neighboring high power electronics may also cause noise. The
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closer the neighboring equipment dumps charges in the ground, the larger the
contribution.

And finally if further noise suppression is required one can shield cables from
picking up electromagnetic noise. For example, using a grounded metallic cover
around the cables. This is most critical on cables of unamplified signals.

To summarize noise suppression: one should avoid different ground-voltages,
only have necessary equipment connected, remove all unnecessary and especially
single-connected cables which may act as antennas and be aware of possible noise
contributions from other equipment connected to the same grid, not necessarily
in the same room.

2.6 Si-Detectors

Silicon detectors work in a similar way as gas detectors, with the difference that,
instead of a gas, the active part is the depletion region of a PN-junction in the
Si-detector. As radiation ionizes the silicon atoms in the depletion region, the
voltage across the junction causes the charge carriers to drift to the electrodes
to form the signal. The signal is slower than the PPAC signal but likewise the
number of charge carriers collected are proportional to the energy deposited by
the incoming radiation.

However, unlike the PPAC, where the signal is amplified by the gas, the
Si-detector signal is quite small even if all the radiation energy is soaked up
by the detector. A preamplifier is often used near the detector to amplify the
signal. The preamplifier may significantly increase the signal length.

Heavy charged particles are quickly stopped in silicon detectors and the large
number of carriers induced allows the energy to be measured accurately.

Although Si-detectors are often integrated in detector setups to fully stop
charged particles, if several thin detectors are put in a telescope configuration
one can find out which particle is detected. As different particles have different
stopping power in the detector, the measured energies in the telescope configu-
ration can be used to link to a specific particle. The use of such configuration is
often called ∆E-E method. A more sophisticated variant of this method, called
dE-dE-E technique, will be used in the NFS-facility in GANIL [9] to distinguish
the different charged particles from each other.
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3 Designing and Manufacturing a PPAC

The steps to manufacture PPACs are: first the electrodes (or mylar that is later
evaporated with aluminum into an electrode) are mounted on the frames (see
Section 3.1-3.2), then cables are attached to the electrodes and the frames are
mounted together in parallel (see Section 3.4). Between the frames there is some
space to allow the gas to come in (see Section 3.5). The design is ”open” which
means that the gas will be everywhere in the reaction chamber (Medley). Thus
without any pressure gradient between the inside and outside of the detector,
the electrodes can be made very thin, that allows passing of heavy charged
particles without significant energy losses in the electrodes.

PPACs with different electrode thicknesses are manufactured. Theoretically,
the electrodes should be made as thin as possible but the characterization sec-
tion will discern which one is better in reality. This section will describe the
manufacturing process.

3.1 The Frame

The PPAC is made out of 4x, 1.6 mm thick FR-4 fiberglass plates (non-
metalized) stacked flat together. The dimensions are 160x100 mm2. In the
two outer plates a window, 60x100 mm2, is cut, this piece is called the frame,
a picture of a frame is displayed in Figure 3. The two inner plates are used
as spacings and cut into pieces to be attached to the edge of the two outer
plates. The design is open and the spacings only cover the short sides. The
dimensions are motivated by the assumed beam width and target size of the
NFS experiment.

Figure 3: Mylar glued to a frame.

3.2 The Electrodes

For the reasons discussed in Section 2.2.1, the electrodes are made very thin to
not slow down the particles. Thin electrodes are delicate and thus mounting
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the electrodes to the frame becomes perhaps the most crucial and delicate part
of the manufacturing process.

The electrodes are made of a thin layer of aluminum, as it is well known, light,
relatively easy to evaporate (low melting point), and has been used successfully
in PPAC designs for a long time [4]. One of the simplest way to manufacture such
a thin layer is to evaporate the aluminum on a base. Mylar foil can successfully
be used as an evaporation base.

Thin mylar foils are commercially available at many different thicknesses.
Two different film thicknesses are acquired: 315 mm wide, 0.9 µm thick plain
mylar, and a 2 µm thick pre-aluminized mylar foil.

The metal layer of the pre-aluminized mylar is 40 nm thick and has a specified
conductivity (which is a function of the thickness and smoothness of the thin
film) of 1.5 Ω/2 1. The same parameters are selected as the target thickness
and conductivity for the plain mylar aluminum evaporation.

A picture of plain mylar glued to a frame is shown in Figure 3. The mylar
is in both cases stretched and glued to the frame with a thin 1 mm wide strip
of EPOTEK 301-2, epoxy. The stretching of mylar is quite tricky since the foil
is very thin. The best place to stretch the mylar is on top of a piece of paper
upon a metal plate. The mylar sticks to the metal but not to the paper, hence
it is possible to stretch it from the edges avoiding wrinkles in the center. Then,
a glue strip is placed on the frame approximately 1 mm from the window. Then
the frame is placed on the mylar and left to cure under pressure which smears
out the glue to an approximately 1 cm wide strip (seen in Figure 3).

In the case of plain mylar, aluminum still needs to be evaporated on the
electrodes. To avoid evaporating outside the window, vacuum compatible Kap-
ton tape is placed 1 mm from the window’s edges (see Figure 4). After the
evaporation (see Section 3.3) the Kapton tape is removed and the electrode is
completed. Finally, a cable is mounted on the electrode to supply the current.

3.3 Aluminum Evaporation

The plain mylar is aluminized in a Kurt J. Lesker PVD 75 Thin Film Evapo-
rator at the MSL [17] (Microstructure Laboratory) in Ångstrom laboratory, at
Uppsala University. The machine is operated at a relatively low deposition rate
(<1Å/s) to not damage the mylar and the target thickness is set to 0.40kÅ.

The frames and a piece of silicon wafer (to measure the aluminum thickness)
are mounted on a tray (See Figure 4) and then the tray is placed upside down at
the top of the evaporation chamber. At the bottom of the chamber an electron
beam evaporates the aluminum and high vacuum enables the aluminum vapor
to travel to the frames and then condense on the mylar. On the silicon wafer a
piece of Kapton tape is placed and removed after evaporation. The aluminum
thickness in the silicon wafer is then measured with a PM22: Bruker / Veeco
Dektak 150 Stylus Profiler -machine. This measurement is more reliable than
the value given by the evaporator, a summary of these measurements can be
found in Appendix A.5.

1The sheet resistance is an electrical property of thin film materials. It is defined as the
ratio between the resistivity of the material and its thickness (Rs = ρ/t [Ω]). It represents the
resistance between the two opposite sides of a square of the material, reason why it is usually
expressed in Ω/2) [16].
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Figure 4: The frames with plain mylar before aluminization.

3.4 Final Assembly

Once electrodes are attached to the two frames they can be assembled into a
complete PPAC. Copper tape is used as an intermediate between the electrode
and the wire, as soldering the wire directly would destroy the mylar. The copper
tape is double folded because the tape glue is not well conductive. To connect
the cables to electrodes, conductive epoxy (CW2400 ) is used to glue the end
of a double folded copper tape to the top of the electrode window. The copper
tape is then taped to the edge of the frame where a connector pin is soldered
to it to connect a HV-cable.

To avoid discharges the copper tape is placed diagonally apart from the two
frames, i.e in such a way that the tapes on both frames are not facing each
other.

Finally the two frames are screwed together with the two electrodes facing
each other with M3 -bolts through the corner screw holes seen in Figure 3.

3.5 Gas Selection

The PPAC gas choice is octafluoropropane, C3F8 which has been proven to be
successful for detection of fission fragments at 3 mbar and of alphas at 7 mbar [9].
Pure hydrocarbons such as Isobutane are a common choice for PPACs. isobu-
tane gives a higher gas amplification but because it is (unlike octafluoropropane)
flammable, it is not used in our PPACs. Both gases have similar properties and
are made up of complex molecules that, unlike noble-gases, absorbs gammas
(from de-exciting or drifting electrons).

What a pressure-change is doing in the Townsend equation, Eq. 4, is to
increase the amount of gas molecules and therefore to increase the number of
charge carriers available. Thus, increasing the pressure increases the amplitude
of the signal. Related to this, to change the gas amplification (unique for a gas),
the exponent, α, of the equation is a function of the reduced electric field E/p,
which can be changed by varying the applied voltage or gas pressure.
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Figure 5: A PPAC setup for angle-measurements, In the figure; A) a Si-detector,
B) a PPAC, C) the PPAC gas-supply seen entering a 3D printed mount, D) an
Am-241 source mounted on a rod which can be rotated from the outside of the
vacuum chamber.

With lighter particle radiation, less primary interactions will occur in the
gas and therefore the signal of alphas is much smaller than the signal of fission
fragments. To detect alphas it is necessary to boost the signal by either increas-
ing the applied PPAC voltage or to allow more primary interactions to occur
by increasing the number of gas molecules available. This means that it may be
necessary to increase the pressure to be able to detect the alphas, as this will
increase the number density of the gas atoms. This project will test different
gas pressures to better understand the process.

3.6 Discussion

Some PPAC electrodes were damaged by the evaporator. The damage varied,
some of the PPACs electrodes stuck to the mounting tray and some electrodes
were punctured by projectiles from the aluminum evaporator source. The former
is thought to arise when vacuum is drawn in the chamber. The electrode is then
sucked to the tray and stick to it before evaporation starts which results in mis-
colored and uneven circle shaped marks on the electrodes. This may be avoided
with minor spacings between the PPAC frame and the tray to allow better flow
of residue gas. The latter was later avoided by proper cleaning of the evaporator
shutters because the projectiles were caused by other metals (thought to be gold)
tumbling down from the shutter into the aluminum crucible.

The final assembly part worked but not perfectly. After being exposed to
vacuum the copper tape starts to come off the frame and the only part attached
is then the conductive epoxy glued to a very delicate electrode. The electrode
will eventually be destroyed by this hence a new method needs to be developed.
Possible improvements are to use gold-plated spacings in direct contact with the
frame electrodes. Earlier versions of PPACs (#1-3) had cables directly soldered
to the tape instead of the pins but the new approach with soldering pins has
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proved successful, in regards to easier handling. However the connectors are
fragile and when exchanging the copper tapes a new connector type should be
properly soldered to the PPAC.

The characterization of the PPACs (Section 5) shows that all the new PPACs
discharge earlier than the old PPAC (#2) (seen in Figure 5). I believe this is
because the old PPACs copper tape is covered with isolating tape. The new
PPACs copper tape, if kept, should therefore be isolated with tape.
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4 Characterization of Radioactive Sources

Radioactive sources are employed for characterization of the PPACs; therefore
it is important to know what radiation(s) are delivered by a source, with which
intensity and spectrum. In other words, the sources in use have to be charac-
terized themselves.

Radiation exposure may be dangerous and therefore the expected doses as-
sociated to working near the radioactive sources are deduced. In this chapter
the radioactive sources are characterized in Section 4.4 and radiation doses es-
timated in Section 4.2.

The chosen method of measuring the activity of the sources is by counting
the decay products emitted within a well-defined solid angle because it is a
well established accurate method to measure the activity of alpha and fission
fragment emitters, Pommé [18].

To accurately define a solid angle, a rigid setup is required and Pommés
general sketch (Figure 6) is chosen as a basis for this project design.

The activity of three sources is measured. Two spontaneous fission and alpha
emitting Californium sources, internally named (#1) and (#2), and one pure
alpha emitting Americium source named (T141). The Cf-source is believed to
primarily contain the isotope Cf-252 and the Am-source is believed to primarily
contain the isotope Am-241.

One of the Cf sources, namely #2, has been used in the present work for
characterization of PPACs. Concerning the Am source, the characterization
effort was aimed at creating a prototype procedure for the source characteriza-
tion, whereas actually another Am-241 source (mounted on a rotate able stick)
has been used for characterization of PPACs, for practical reasons.

4.1 Theory

When doing precision measurements of the activity one must consider several
uncertainty contributions. In the list below, a summary of the contributions is
listed.

• How well the solid angle is defined

• The homogeneity and size of the source

• Statistical uncertainty in counting

• The uncertainty of the detector efficiency

• Electronic sources of error (pile-up, noise etc.)

• Scattering at residual gas or chamber wall

• How well ”false” or missed ”true” counts can be accounted for

The uncertainties in the geometrical parameters (defined in Figure 6) contribute
to the uncertainty of the solid angle and the most important geometrical pa-
rameters are, d, the distance from the source to the diaphragm, θ, the maxi-
mum opening angle from the source edge to the diaphragm edge and RD, the
diaphragm radius. The parameters are, together with other important param-
eters, defined in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of the geometrical parameters. The figure
is from Pommé [18]

The solid angle can be interpreted as the fraction of the surface of a sphere
centered at an isotropic source, that is covered by the diaphragm window. As-
suming a point source (RS ≈ 0), the solid angle, Ω, may then be defined as:

Ω = 2π(1− cos θ) = {θ ≈ 0} = 2π
θ2

2
= π

R2
D

d2
(7)

Here though, more accurate analytical models are used to calculate the solid
angle and its uncertainties. I use Eq. (19) from Ref. [18] to calculate the Solid
angle and Eqs. (13, 20, 21, 22) from Ref. [18] to calculate the error contributions
from the geometrical parameters (The equations can be found in Appendix A.1).

Introducing a baffle/thread and using a small throat or collimator (small h
in Figure 6) in a chamber design will minimize scattering of studied particles
which otherwise would result in unwanted, ”false”, counts in the detector. With
a narrow throat the scattered particles are very few, a fraction of 1E -5 from a
0.12 mm throat [18].

Alpha particle’s range in metals is in the order of a few micro-meters (e.g.
8 µm in iron for a 5 MeV alpha [18]), therefore particles which nearly miss the
throat may still reach the detector by penetrating the diaphragm edge. These
particles will have less energy and they must not be counted. With a sufficiently
large throat radius and distance, this contribution is very small, here with Eq.
8 estimated to

1− A

A+
= 1− πr2

πr2+
= 1− 112

(11 + 0.01 tan 1)2
= 3.2E − 5 (8)

where A is the detector area and A+ is tunnel-through area. The point-source
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is 12 cm away from a 11 mm diaphragm radius: arctan 11/120 ≈ 1◦ and a
”general” metal with an alpha range of 10 µm.

False counts may also come from background so that a dedicated background
measurement is required to estimate this contribution.

Additionally if the threshold is set low one can expect a small tail comprising
particles which will lose some energy in the absorbing layers on the way to
the detector. Those layers include the protecting layer on the detector and
the source (if any), small dust-particles and even (in mild proportion) rest gas
molecules as a result of poor vacuum. Even though the energy of these particles
is lower they are still true events and should be counted. An uncertainty will
also arise from extrapolating this tail to zero energy as a threshold has to be
set above the noise level. A Cf-252 fission source also emits alphas which must
not be counted when counting the fission fragments. If counting particles which
pass relatively thick absorbing layers on the way to the detector lose a lot or all
of their energies, additional corrections of the number of counted events due to
total absorption may be required [18].

4.2 Radiation Safety Considerations

As discussed earlier in the general theory section (Section 2), ionizing radiation
ionize atoms which makes it relatively easy to measure it in detectors. But what
if the radiation ionize atoms inside living cells, or even the DNA itself? If the
atoms in the DNA are ionized, the DNA is damaged and if not repaired the
cell will either die or start to work differently than intended because the DNA
contains the information required to control most of the biological processes of
the cell.

How affected a living organism is to certain type of ionizing radiation depends
on the type, the energy and the exposed radiation, i.e the attenuated radiation
absorbed by the organism. The radiation exposure (at a certain distance from
a source) can be lowered by either limiting the time exposed or by lowering the
intensity with proper shielding.

Different radiation types such as fission fragments, alpha particles, protons,
neutrons, electrons and gammas have different ranges in different materials. So,
to estimate the dose from a certain source the distance, the type of radiation
and the materials traversed must be considered.

Here follows an estimate of the dose exposure, based on the fluence of a Cf-
252 radioactive source. Previous, local activity measurements of the sources in
question were 62.9(32) and 91.6(43) Bq respectively for the two Cf-sources (#1
and #2). The following dose estimations were initially based on these values
prior working with the sources but after the source characterization, the values
here are updated to correspond to the new activities.

As the projected range of fission fragments and alphas in air is short (<10
cm) the focus of this study is on neutrons and gammas.

From the measured activity of the samples, the mass of the source can be
deduced using the half-life of spontaneous fission which is 85.5(5) y for Cf-
252 [19]. The atomic mass of Cf-252 is 252.081626(5) u [13]. The mass of the
two samples are calculated with (Eq. 9):

m = A
ma

NA

t1/2

ln 2
(9)
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Scenario Solid angle Ω [sr] Neutrons/s Gammas/s
Cf-252 (#1) - - -
Hands on π 44.25(40) 239.7(22)
Lab work 0.120 1.690(15) 4.952(45)
Remote lab work 0.02 0.2816(25) 0.8253(74)
Public 0.002 0.02816(25) 0.08253(74)
Cf-252 (#2) - - -
Hands on π 61.47(84) 333.0(46)
Lab work 0.120 2.348(32) 6.879(94)
Remote lab work 0.02 0.3913(54) 1.146(16)
Public 0.002 0.03913(54) 0.1146(16)

Table 1: Number of radiation particles per 0.5 m2-s at different distances (10
cm, 2 m, 5 m and 15 m) from the source, as explained in the text.

where A is the activity, ma, the atomic mass, NA, Avogadro’s number and t1/2,
the half-life. The mass of the samples are calculated to be 72.7(6) and 102.5(14)
pg respectively for source (#1) and (#2). The uncertainty is calculated from the
uncertainty in the half-life and the activity. The fission fragments are assumed
to only come from Cf-252.

The dose per second of working near the source is estimated in 4 different
scenarios at different distances from the source: Hands on (10 cm), Lab work
(2 m), Remote lab work (5 m) and public (15m) (Table 1). In this estima-
tion, a person is considered to be 1x0.5 m2 (torso), the source is an isotropic
point source and the environment is transparent for the neutrons. A 10 cm (x)
aluminum plate shields the source in the last 3 scenarios.

Vega-Carrillo [19] summarizes radiological characteristics of Cf-252. The
paper states the neutron and gamma emission rates for Cf-252 to be 2.4E+12
neutrons-s−1-g−1 and 1.3E+13 gammas-s−1-g−1.

The average prompt gamma energy from Cf-252 fissions are 0.87(3) MeV
according to [20], the attenuation coefficient in aluminum, µ/ρ, is 6.841E-02
cm2-g for 1 MeV gammas [21]. The intensity of the gammas would be decreased
by a factor: exp−xµ/ρ = 0.54 due to the shield.

In the hands on-case, the spherical area is less than 0.5 m2, the person is
therefore assumed to be exposed to half a hemisphere of the source (Ω = π).
In the other scenarios, the solid angle is deduced from a 1x0.5 m2 target at the
respective distances from a point source. The results are summarized in Table
1, where the number of gammas and neutrons per second, i.e. the fluence, Φ,
that hit the person in each scenario are shown.

The gamma dose is then calculated with the weighting factors listed in Table
A.1 in Ref. [22]. The table lists various geometries and here the average and
standard deviation of the geometries at the gamma energies 0.8 and 1 MeV
are used to deduce the weighting factor, ωg = 3.26(60) pSv-cm2. The absolute
uncertainty in the gamma weighting factor is 18%, by far the largest uncertainty
contribution of the dose rates.

The dose is estimated from the fluence of the sources using appropriate
weighting factors and the fluence, Φ (listed in Table 1) according to Eq. 10:

Ḋ =
Φ

A
ω (10)
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Scenario
Cf-252 (#1)

Neutron
dose [pSv/h]

Gamma
dose [pSv/h]

Hands on 8,334(2,911) 562(104)
Lab work 318(111) 11.6(21)
Remote lab work 53(19) 1.93(36)
Public 5.3(19) 0.193(36)
Scenario
Cf-252 (#2)

- -

Hands on 11,578(4,043) 780(144)
Lab work 442(154) 16.1(30)
Remote lab work 74(26) 2.69(50)
Public 7.4(26) 0.269(50)

Table 2: The respective dose at different distances (10 cm, 2 m, 5 m and 15 m)
from the source, as explained in the text. Global average background radiation
per hour: 340 nSv/hour [23].

where the ω is the weighting factor and A is the target area exposed to the dose
(here 0.5 m2).

The neutron dose comes from neutrons that deposit energy in the body by
scattering against the atoms, (primarily hydrogen).

In Table A.5 in Ref. [22] is the weighting factor for neutrons listed for various
geometries at 2 and 3 MeV. The standard deviation and mean of these values are
used as the weighting factor, ωn=262(91) pSv-cm2. The absolute uncertainty in
the neutron weighting factor is 35%, by far the largest uncertainty contribution
of the dose rates. The results of the dose estimations can be found in Table 2.

Under assumed working conditions, working in the lab for 100 days á 8
hours and hands on with the sources for 5-10 hours a year. From the assumed
working conditions and Table 2, the yearly the dose from the Cf-252 sources
can be approximated to slightly less than 1 µSv.

4.3 Setup

To measure the activity of the radioactive sources with minimum uncertainty,
an activity measurement chamber is designed and built. The design-distance,
d, is made as large as possible for the vacuum-chamber (Medley 1 ) and the di-
aphragm is made as large as possible for the Ortec TB-023-450-1000 -Si-detector
with the nominal area of 450 mm2. The design parameters of the chamber and
their uncertainties guaranteed by the workshop are found in Table 3. The design
further includes a baffle with a 25 mm diameter placed in the middle between
the bottom plate and the diaphragm. The purpose of the baffle is to avoid
particle scattering against the chamber wall. A picture of the chamber with a
detector is seen in Figure 7. The body is made of aluminum and the diaphragm
is made of tin-bronze. When measuring, the chamber in Figure 7 is placed in
a vacuum chamber and the detector is covered by a piece of paper to shield
from alpha and fission fragment radiation from any other sources that may be
present inside the vacuum chamber and whose radiations may be detected from
above.

The geometrical parameters of the activity measurement chamber (of the
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Design parameter Value
[mm]

Relative
uncertainty
[µm]

Absolute
uncertainty

Distance, d0 120.00 20 0.017%
Diaphragm
diameter dD0

20.995 10 0.047%

Eccentricity e0 0 50 -
Throat height, h 0.5 25 5%

Table 3: The design parameters of the activity measurement chamber. (The
difference between e.g. d0 and d, is that in d the source dimension is included)

Figure 7: A picture of the activity measurement chamber with a Si-detector
mounted on top. The middle screws hold the baffle and above the screws there
are holes to vent the measurement chamber when putting it in a vacuum cham-
ber. The radioactive source is placed in the center of the base of the cylinder,
aligned with the center of the detector.
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Geom. Parameter Cf-source Am-source
Distance, d [mm] 119.150(63) 119.385(35)
Diaphragm radius, RD [mm] 10.497(5) 10.497(5)
Eccentricity, e [mm] 0(1) 0(1)
Source radius, RS [mm] 1.5(2) 1.5(5)

Geometric efficiency, Ω/4π [1E-3] 1.9291(27) 1.9215(21)

Table 4: The geometrical parameters together and the solid angle, Ω of the
activity measurement chamber. The relative uncertainties in the solid angle for
Cf and the Am sources are 0.14 % and 0.11 % respectively.

source and chamber) and their uncertainties are examined theoretically with
the equations listed in Pommés article. The geometrical parameters of these
calculations are specified in Table 4.

The dimensions of the sources are carefully examined and the important
dimensions of one such examination are presented here in Figure 8 which shows
the Cf-source (#2). Table 4 includes these measurements combined with the
parameters of the chamber. The Si-detector does not have any visible marks
on the detector surface. The detector is brought to MSL where possible dust
particles are removed by blowing compressed nitrogen. The cleaned detector is
assumed to have a 100% detection efficiency.

The radioactive sources are placed within 1 mm off the symmetry-axis in
the activity measurement chamber, the chamber is evacuated and the activity is
measured at a pressure below 0.015 mbar. The electronics used for the detector
signal is as follows:

• Preamplifier: Custom made with sensibility 20 mV/MeV

• Specamp: Ortec - Model 855 Dual Spectroscopy Amplifier

• DAQ: ”Digital Acquisition” consisting of a ADC: SP devices, ADQ412
and software

The DAQ acquires the specamp signal, a software based on ROOT [24] analyzes
the signal spectra height and plots the result in histograms. Each event height
is in proportion to the kinetic energy deposited in the detector by the particle.

4.4 Results

The activity is measured long enough to decrease the relative statistical uncer-
tainty below 0.2 % for alpha and 0.7 % for FF’s. The numbers come from an
initial (quite crude) estimation of the solid angle uncertainty of 0.5% and 1%
for alphas and FFs, respectively.

The measurement threshold of the amplitude signal is set just above the
noise level and the background (without a source) is measured with the same
threshold and specamp-gain as the Am-source. The background is measured for
40.1 hours and 12600 events are counted and can be seen in Figure 9.

A Si-detector placed above the source as seen in Figure 7 measures the
radiation energy and the electronics are tuned to keep the detector signals as
large as possible within 800 mV which is the limit of the 12-bit ADC (4096
channels).
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(a) A sketch of the source

(b) A picture of the source

Figure 8: A sketch and a picture of the Cf source (#2). The active area is
assumed to be as large as the protective foil. The second FF source, (#1) looks
very similar to (#2) and is assumed to have the same geometry.

Figure 9: 12600 background events are counted in 40.1 hours as a function of
the amplitude of the signal(in channels). Also in the picture is the expected
range of the Am-241 alpha peaks. The few counts found at higher energies (ch
>1600) are neglected in the activity measurements
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The result of the activity measurements is displayed as the four energy spec-
tra found in Figures 10 and 11. From each spectrum, the number of events
is deduced. In each a cut is made to single out the activity in question and
below or above the cut the data is extrapolated with an exponential function.
The integral of the extrapolation is then summed (or subtracted if its unwanted
events such as background) with the counted events. The activity, A, of the
source is then calculated by dividing the number of events, N , with the geomet-
ric efficiency, Ω/4π and the acquisition time, t as seen in Eq. 11:

A =
N

t

4π

Ω
(11)

and shown in Table 5. The actual extrapolation parameters and calculations
can be found in Appendix A.2.

Including the extrapolation, in the measurements of the Am-source (T141)
248,106.45 and 248,092.31 alphas are counted in 8,171.28 and 8,186.15 seconds
for the first and second measurements.

Including the extrapolation, in the measurement of two Cf-sources, 23,459.47
and 24,381.29 fission fragments (and 2,461,765.66 and 2,618,804.02 alphas) are
counted in 134,256.51 and 100,428.68 seconds respectively.

From these measurements and the solid angle calculations (Table 4) the
activities shown in Table 5 are calculated. Notice the high α/FF-ratio, which
indicates that there are other alpha-emitting isotopes in the source. At least
some of the unknown radioactive isotopes may originate from the Cf-252 decay
chain but also quite possibly by design (the source may not have been made
of 100% pure Cf-252). Another important fact is that the solid angle of Cf-
source (#1) might deviate slightly from (#2) because they are assumed to have
identical dimensions.

The ratio of events between the two highest energy Gaussian fits in Figure
10 is 24% and not the expected 16.3% relative from the probabilities of the two
main alpha-decay channels [25].

The two fission fragment sources are measured similarly, however, the fission
fragments and alphas of the Cf-source deposit more energy in the detector and
thus the signals are larger. The specamp gain is tuned down to keep the Si-
detector signals within the 800 mV of the DAQ. Source (#2) is measured first
and the log spectrum can be seen in Figure 11. When the source is changed
to Cf-(#1) the signal is smaller and the gain is increased by ∼40 %, yet the
spectrum of (#1) is still left of spectrum (#2), (seen in Figure 11).

The lower signal amplitudes observed may be explained by a thicker protec-
tive foil in source (#1) than in source (#2). This suspicion is further enhanced
when comparing the spectrum of the two histograms. The energies of the fission
fragments are much closer to the alphas in the first spectrum. This may affect
the accuracy of the activity measurement of source (#1) as the extrapolation
contains more events.

The uncertainties for Cf-(#2) are summarized in Table 6. The table is an
overview of the uncertainty contributions and the other sources uncertainty
budgets can be found in Appendix A.2. Notice the large interpolation error of
Cf-source (#2).

The two Am-source measurements are comparable and because the statis-
tical uncertainty is the dominating uncertainty it is possible to combine them
into the final result shown in Table 5.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: (a) The energy spectrum of the Am-source. Three gaussians are fit
to the three expected Am-241 alpha peaks. The ratios and energies shown in
the figure are the expected ones [25]. In (b) energy spectrum of Am source,
zoomed in on background. The alpha tail and background are interpolated
as exponentials from this histogram (red and green curves respectively) and
then extrapolated past the cut at ch 1536. The data is from the first activity
measurement of the source (T141).
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(a) Cf - (#1)

(b) Cf - (#2)

Figure 11: The energy spectra of the two Cf sources in log-scale. The largest
peaks corresponds (most likely) to the 6.12 MeV alphas emitted by Cf-252 [26]

. The spectra is not normalized and due to the protective foil covering the
source, the pointed out alpha peak is therefore expected at a lower energy.
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Source: α-activity [kBq] FF-activity [Bq] α/FF Date

Cf-(#1)∗

rel. unc. :
9.505(14)
0.15%

45.29(31)
0.69%

209.8(15)
0.71%

20180408

Cf-(#2)
rel. unc. :

13.517(21)
0.15%

62.92(78)
1.24%

214.8(27)
1.25%

20180406

Am-(T141)
rel. unc. :

15.801(37)
0.24%

0 0 20180405

Am-(T141)
rel. unc. :

15.772(37)
0.24%

0 0 20180411

Am-(T141)
rel. unc. :

15.787(28)
0.18%

0 0 20180411

Table 5: The activity of the radioactive sources. The two Am-source measure-
ments (shown in italic) are combined into the final result. Notice Cf-(#2)’s
quite large interpolation error. The sources must contain other radioactive iso-
topes than Cf-252 that decay with alpha-radiation as the proportion α/FF is
too large here (expected ∼31.4 for pure Cf-252 [13]).
∗ (#1)’s Geometry assumed to be the same as (#2).
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Parameter Value
α——FF

Absolute uncertainty
value
α —— FF

Relative uncertainty
α —— FF

Contribution to the
relative activity
uncertainty
α —— FF

Distance, d [mm] 119.150 0.063 0.052% 0.10%
Diaphragm radius, RD [mm] 10.497 0.005 0.048% 0.09%
Eccentricity, e [mm] 0 1 - 0.01%
Source radius, RS [mm] 1.5 0.2 13.3% 4E-4%

Geometric efficiency Ω/4π 1.9291E-3 0.0027E-3 0.14% 0.14%
Scattered particles [#]
false events

109 —— 1 109 —— 1 100% ——100% - —— -

Tunnel through diaphragm [#]
false events

84 —— 0 84 —— 0 100% —— - - —— -

Added extrapolation [#]
true events

143.2 —— 24.2 448 —— 5 313% —— 20% - —— -

Subtracted extrapolation [#]
false events

80.4 —— 14.8 67 —— 257 84% —— 1736% - —— ∼1%

Detector counts [#] 2,618,949——24,373 1618 —— 156 0.062% —— 0.64% - —— ∼0.6%
Time [s] 100,428.68 0 - -

Total count [#] 2,618,818.9 —— 24,381.29 1686 —— 301 0.064%—— 1.23% 0.064%—— 1.23%

Activity [Bq] 13,517 —— 62.92 21 —— 0.78 0.15% —— 1.24% 0.15% —— 1.24%

Table 6: The parameters of the setup and the uncertainty budget for Cf-(#2). The most significant error contributors are shown in bold
font. Similar budgets for the other sources can be found in the Appendix A.2.
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4.5 Discussion

Preferably the statistical uncertainty should be decreased below half of all the
other uncertainties if one aims at ultimate accuracy of activity measurements
and the exposure time is not limited by practical considerations, and be negli-
gible, as in the case of the alpha-activity of the Cf-sources.

Which means that the FF-activity measurements should have run longer
than ∼40 hours to lower the statistical uncertainty. The relative statistical
uncertainty is ∼0.65%, (

√
N), and much larger than the other uncertainties

(excluding (#2)’s right-alpha-tail), see Table 9 in Appendix. To push the sta-
tistical uncertainty down to the uncertainty of the solid angle requires roughly
four-five times the measurement time, thus about a calendar week.

The uncertainty of the Cf-(#2) may be lowered a bit by choosing a differ-
ent fit window for the right-alpha-tail which can be done without remeasuring.
However, even though the activity of Cf(#2) might be determined more accu-
rately by doing this refit the statistical uncertainty soon limits the improvement
and therefore, in pedagogical purpose, it is left unchanged here because it high-
lights the fit uncertainty contribution. As can be seen in the uncertainty budget
(Table 6) the chosen fit contributes more to the overall uncertainty than the sta-
tistical uncertainty does. It is likely, the bad fit comes from the small peak seen
between the fission fragments and alphas in Cf-#2’s spectrum. This peak might
be the result of ternary fission which is a type of fission where three charged
particles are produced.

Also the uncertainty of the alpha-activity measurement may be improved by
counting more events. The 0.2 % that the statistical uncertainty contributes
with should be pushed down to at least a third of the uncertainty in the solid
angle by tripling the counting time.

There are a few reasons for the larger than expected ratio of events between
the two highest energy Gauss fits in the Americium spectra (Figure 10): 1) the
energy tail to lower energies makes the lower energy events more frequent, 2)
the limited energy resolution of the Si-detector, (visible in the spectrum2, but
also previously confirmed within the research group to be around 40 keV) 3) as
a consequence of 1) and 2) the accuracy of the fits is limited.

Comparing the two (T141) measurements one might suspect the decrease in
activity (even though it is within the uncertainty) is due to decay, but it is not.
In one week, at this activity the activity loss is roughly 1 Bq 3 which is much
less than the 29 Bq difference we see in the results (Table 5).

The results show that the α/FF-ratio is much higher than the one expected
for pure Cf-252, i.e there must be other alpha-emitting isotopes in the sample.
Most likely the source was not manufactured with 100 % pure Cf-252 but con-
tained other Cf isotopes. Because of the half-lives, the next in-line to contribute
is Cf-250, which also undergoes spontaneous fisson but with a lower probability.
From the measured ratio of ∼210 one can deduce that the source may contain
as much as 15 % Cf-250.

Here, the source diameters are 3 mm (for both the Am and Cf sources) and
the geometric efficiency (Ω/4π) is calculated to ∼1.92E-3 (for the Am source

2As the FWHM of the high energy peak is slightly less than the number of channels between
the two highest energy peaks, which is 42.5 keV [25]

3From A0−A0exp(−λw) where λw is calculated with Eq. 2 with the Am-241 half-life t1/2
in weeks.
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using the equations in Pommés article), with Eq. 7, the result would be ∼1.93E-
3 (for the Am source). The part of the script that is used to calculate the solid
angle may be found in Appendix A.1.

Under assumed working conditions (∼800h) the yearly dose from the Cf-252
sources is approximated to ∼1 µSv. The average global dose a human receive
per year is about 3 mSv. My conclusion is that it is quite safe to work with
these particular sources without having to worry about dose rates under the
specified conditions. However, I think its one should restrict working close or
hands on with the sources for longer periods of time. I also think that its good
to shield the sources when stored (e.g use thick hydrogen dense containers such
as polyethylene).

Ultimately, the easiest and best way to limit radiation exposure is to increase
the distance to the source and restrict the time spent near it.
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5 Characterization of the PPACs

In total, during this project, sixteen frames are built and six previously prepared
frames are available for characterization by being already assembled into PPACs
(#1-3). Of the sixteen new frames, six of the Al-evaporated frames are assem-
bled into three new PPACs, (#4-6). Unfortunately, the electrodes of all the
assembled PPACs (old and new) have minor flaws. They all work as intended,
as most only have small puncture holes or wrinkles, though some electrodes
have a bit larger holes which are taped with Kapton tape (not near the center
beam area though). The taped electrodes work as well as the non-taped ones
if the particle beam is not directed directly on the tape. An overview of the
manufactured PPACs may be found in the Appendix (See Sec. A.5).

Ultimately, the new PPAC electrodes are better stretched and have less
wrinkles than the old ones.

Of the other ten non-assembled frames, three are damaged beyond repair by
manhandling during the learning phase of construction. Two are pre-aluminized,
and the other five have minor flaws caused by the manufacturing process, which
are solvable issues, see Section 3.6.

To get an overview of the built PPACs, a method to quickly characterize
the PPACs with an oscilloscope is developed. PPAC2 is then chosen for further
analysis of the entire signal spectra at different angles and pressures.

5.1 Setup

Several different setups are used to characterize PPACs, the simplest shown in
Figure 5. The figure shows the A) Si-detector, B) the PPAC, C) the gas sup-
ply and D) the radioactive source. This setup is used for three measurements:
General Angle Characteristics, Angular Characterization and Gas pressure de-
pendence (Sections 5.1.2 - 5.1.4). A similar setup is used for the General Char-
acteristics (Section 5.1.1) but the Si-detector is moved closer to the source in
this case. Other setups are used for the Time Resolution Measurements and
Fission Fragments Between two PPACs (Section 5.1.5 and 5.1.6).

The ”General” setups make use of an oscilloscopes average function to aver-
age over 128 PPAC signals into a more representative signal amplitude (compa-
rable for different applied voltages), whereas the other setups described in this
section will use a 12-bit ADC to measure the signal spectra of the PPACs by
saving a much larger number of signals.

The oscilloscopes ”average signal” is not the true average signal because the
different signal peaks are smeared out because they are measured at different
times. This is a result of the oscilloscopes leading edge trigger being set on
the Si-detectors specamp signal instead of the PPAC signal (different specamp
signal amplitudes pass this trigger edge at different times). In all measurements
the oscilloscope is set on a 100 ns scale with a time resolution of 4 ns.

There are three major reasons for not setting the trigger on the PPAC signal
directly: 1) it is possible to see signals within the noise, 2) the longer distance to
the Si-detector downstream means that fewer angles are measured in the PPAC
and 3) simplicity, no special setup-tweaks are required (to, for example, limit
the incident angles or to limit an arbitrary incident location).

The electronics when measuring with the PPACs are similar in all following
setups. Figure 12 shows the electronics components for the general- and angle
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Figure 12: The electronic measurment scheme.

characteristics setups. HVPS is the high voltage power source, LIFO is a linear
fan in fan out which simply split the signal and the Shaper box is there to allow
a high voltage be applied to the PPAC. The shaper box basically makes a RC-
filter out of the PPAC, additionally it adds a high pass filter on the output side
of the PPAC and a low pass filter on the input side. The other components seen
in the figure have previously been introduced in the text.

5.1.1 General Characterization

The general characterization setup is similar to the setup in Figure 5, although
here the Si-detector is placed closer to the PPAC and both detectors are parallel
to the source, the PPAC anode is facing the source. The detector distances to the
source are 101.6(5) mm and 119.4(7) mm for the PPAC center and Si-detector
surface respectively.

The PPACs are then characterized in turn at 7 mbar. Between each PPAC
measurement the vacuum chamber (Medley) is pumped to 0.03 mbar before the
Octafluoropropane is let into the chamber at a low rate of 3 sccm (standard
cubic centimeters per minute). The pressure increases and when it reaches 7
mbar it is kept constant for 20 minutes before the measurement starts so that
the gas becomes homogeneously distributed in the chamber.

The measurement is then conducted on the oscilloscope. Because we only
want to characterize the central area of the PPAC, the trigger is set on the Si-
detector signal. The trigger is set with some small margin above the noise level.
The PPAC signal is then averaged over 128 triggers and the value is measured.
The PPAC bias is increased in steps of 20 V from the bias value where a signal
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starts being recognizable until discharge. Because the oscilloscope only measures
what is on the screen, the oscilloscope window is tuned at each bias to include
the whole range of signal amplitudes. At higher biases the peak signals become
very large and the amplification is reduced to avoid the voltage saturation of the
amplifier. The change in gain is measured with the average PPAC amplitude
signal, at the PPAC bias before and after the necessary gain change.

Both channels have 40-50 gain each and they are unchanged between all the
general characterization measurements. The noise levels are also unchanged and
at 150-180 mV peak to peak amplitude. This means that un-averaged signals
are visible first around 600 V bias (for 7 mbar).

5.1.2 General Angular Characterization

The picture in Figure 5 is from this setup. The method is similar to the described
method in the previous section (Section 5.1.1), however instead of changing the
PPAC, here the PPAC is turned between 0 and 60 degrees in steps of 20 degrees.
The detector distances to the source are: 14.3(2) and 30.6(5) cm for the PPAC
center and Si-detector surface respectively. The entire tray seen in the figure is
turned around the PPACs symmetry axis so that the distances are kept.

5.1.3 Angular Characterization

Same setup has been employed as for the general angular characterization but
measuring with the DAQ instead of the oscilloscope. The resulting spectrum
looks like an exponentially decaying Gaussian function towards higher signal
amplitudes (similar effect at all biases measured), See Figure 15. The origin of
the shift is most likely due to slower than average alpha particles which deposit
more energy in the PPAC in accordance with the Bragg curve, Figure 1. The
spectrum is analyzed by fitting a Gaussian function between 0 and the 1.2 times
the mean value of the histogram to avoid the shift. The parameters from the
Gauss fit, the mean and the variance, are then used as the result.

5.1.4 Gas Pressure Dependence

The results of the angular characterization shows that the signal is almost dou-
bled at 60◦ compared to 0◦. The PPAC is therefore set up at 60◦ because the
signal is more easily detected. The signal spectrum is measured at four different
pressures, 3, 5, 7 and 9 mbar and DAQ data is analyzed in the same way as it
was done for the angular characterization. The signal amplitude is then shown
in log-scale in Figure 18.

We know that the amplitude signal is proportional to the number of charges
collected at the anode. Integrating Townsend’s avalanche equation, Eq. 4,
and assuming that the primary electrons are uniformly distributed along the
trajectory, we get the number of collected charged particles:

N =
N0

d

∫ d

0

eαxdx =
N0

αd

(
eαd − 1

)
(12)

lnN = ln

[
N0

αd

(
eαd − 1

)]
∼ αd (13)
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Pressure [mbar] PPAC2 applied
voltage [V]

PPAC6 applied
voltage [V]

3 590 560
5 620 590
7 650 610
9 710 650

Table 7: The measured voltages of the time resolution measurements. The
measured voltages are at mid-range between the voltage at where first signals
are seen and at the discharging voltage (except at 3 mbar where the measured
voltages are closer to the discharge voltage).

Assuming that αd >> ln(αd) and that the exponential term is much larger
than 1, the equation becomes proportional to αd. We also know that the first
Townsend coefficient α varies with the reduced electric field, S, according to Eq.
5 (see Section 2.3). To show this correlation, S is plotted vs α

p in Figure 19.

5.1.5 Time Resolution Measurements

The Si-detector is placed ∼30 cm from the Am-241 source. Two PPACs, PPAC2
and PPAC6, are placed, with their anodes towards to the source, in the middle
between the detector and Am-241 source. The PPACs are placed perpendicular
to the particle radiation path to the Si-detector. The electronic setup is similar
to the setup seen in Figure 12, but with two PPACs now in the setup. The
PPACs are placed 27.6 mm apart. The two shaperboxes are assumed to have
similar properties and the gains of the two new amplifier channels are tuned to
the same gain as the previous pair.

The range of bias voltages that results in a signal varies with the pressure
(see Figure 18). Which means that to mid-range (between the voltage at were
first signals are seen and at the discharge voltage) the applied voltage has to
be changed between each measured pressure. We also know that the signal
amplitudes from the two different PPACs are not equal and because the sig-
nal of PPAC2 is weaker than PPAC6’s, the applied voltage of PPAC2 in the
measurements were higher (this might have been an error, and the external am-
plification of the new PPAC system should perhaps have been decreased 51%
instead, see Figure 13). In Table 7 are the applied voltages of PPACs during
the measurements.

To find the time-stamp of the PPAC signal, a software analysis is used.
Since the signals do not have the same amplitude the software is designed to
work in a similar way as a constant fraction discriminator. The time difference
between the two time stamps is calculated and analyzed. The mean of the
obtained spectrum is the delay time between the two pulses and the spread
is the standard deviation. The standard deviation is then linked to the time
resolution, which is the FWHM of the peak, by FWHM = 2

√
2 ln 2σ. The

results are shown in Figure 20 and in Table 8.

5.1.6 Fission Fragments Between two PPACs

Two PPACs are placed on either side of a Cf-252 source, everything surrounded
by two Si-detectors. The PPACs are placed 22.7 and 20.3 mm from the source
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Figure 13: The average signal amplitude of Am-241 alphas vs PPAC voltage
bias measured on the oscilloscope with the trigger set on the Si-detector. The
error bar display the, by eye, estimated variation in the PPAC signal height
displayed on the oscilloscope. The different PPACs signals are measured at a
gas pressure of 7 mbar. The signal amplitudes from PPAC 4, 5 and 6 are 47%,
91% and 51% larger than the signal from PPAC2.

measured to the center of the PPAC. The two Si-detectors are 57.0 and 39.4
mm from the source.

The trigger is set on the closest Si-detector and the coincidence condition is
defined as when the the furthest Si-detector detects a fission fragment.

The two PPAC signals’ time marks are again subtracted from one and other
and the results are shown in Figure 21, where the lowest and highest voltages
of the range are measured.

5.2 Results

General Characterization

The general characterization results are displayed in Figure 13. Among the
PPACs characterized in this report, all new PPACs discharge earlier than the old
PPAC2. Furthermore, all new PPACs’ signals are larger than PPAC2 signals.
The signal of the new PPACs, (PPAC 4, 5 and 6), are +47%, +91% and +51%
larger than the signal of PPAC2. We see that the average signal amplitude
increases exponentially with the applied voltage. The error bars (in Figure 13)
display the, by eye, estimated variation in the oscilloscope signal.
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Figure 14: The average signal amplitude of Am-241 alphas vs PPAC voltage
bias.The amplitudes have been measured with the oscilloscope, and the trigger
was set on the Si-detector. Measured at different angles at 7 mbar. 0◦ is when
the PPAC is placed perpendicular to the radiation path

General Angular Characterization

The general angular characterization results are displayed in Figure 14. Again
the amplitude of the signals is studied but only for one of the PPACs (PPAC2).
The amplitudes are measured at different angles as a function of the applied
voltage.

At small angles, the signal seems not to change very much. However, as
expected, the signal seems to increase with the angle because the path between
the plates of the detector becomes longer. The longer path is proportional to
1/ cos θ, where θ is the measured angle (0◦ is perpendicular to the particle-path).
At 60◦ the path is twice as long as at 0◦ so the signal is expected to be twice
as large. Which it is; if dividing the signals measured at 60◦ with the signal
amplitudes measured at 0◦, the average result is 1.987.

Angular Characterization

Figure 15 shows the a typical PPAC signal spectrum.The distribution is asym-
metric, following a Landau distribution with a tail to higher energies (higher
amplitudes in the plot) due to slower particles depositing more energy in the
PPAC. This is the expected behavior for the energy loss of a ∼5MeV-alpha
particle crossing a material, the slower the particle becomes the more energy is
deposited per unit length according to the Bragg curve.

Figure 16 shows the result of the angular characterization measured with the
DAQ. For comparison, the plot also includes the general angular characteriza-
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Figure 15: A typical PPAC signal spectrum of Am-241 alphas, counting 10,000
events and was measured at 7 mbar, 0◦ and 650 V.

tion results. The average scaling factor between the two methods is calculated
to be 6(1). The scaling factor does not seem to have any voltage dependence
and it can therefore be used to predict what one would expect to measure using
the other method.

At 530 V, the DAQ signal amplitude deviates from the expected value (an
exponential decrease from the higher voltage biases). This is because the analyz-
ing software fails to detect the signal, i.e the detection efficiency is only 10-40%
and not >99 % as it is at the other measured voltage biases. The efficiency is
deduced from the time spectra of the PPAC pulse with respect to the trigger
and if it is not within a certain time limit, the particle is by this definition not
detected.

Figure 17 shows the signal amplitude at 730V for the 4 different angles
measured. The amplitudes are shown vs 1/ cos θ, which corresponds to the
increased path that the particles traverse in the gas at higher incident angles.
Due to a mistake during the measurement, the highest voltage bias measured
at 60◦ was only 710 V. Therefore to create the plot the 60◦ amplitude signal is
extrapolated from the average signal at 730V and multiplied with the average
scaling factor. The width of the 60◦ amplitude is set to be the sum of the width
of the average width plus the width of the signal at 710V, see Figure 16.

Gas Pressure Dependence

In Figure 18 are the results of varying the pressure measured at different bias
voltages. The signals are of the same magnitude but we know that, the higher
the pressure, the more primary ionizations occur. In other words, the gas am-
plification has to change with the pressure, so that we can conclude that the
first Townsend coefficient, α, increases with pressure.

A relative value of α is deduced and shown in Figure 19 (see also figure cap-
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Figure 16: The average signal amplitude vs PPAC voltage bias, for different
angles, is measured with DAQ and compared to the oscilloscope values. The
error bars display the width of the gaussian fit. The pressure was 7 mbar. The
DAQ measurements are 6(1) times larger than the oscilloscope measurement
and show a ”false” slope decrease at low applied voltage because of a limited
detection efficiency.
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Figure 17: The average signal amplitude of Am-241 alphas at 730 V vs 1/ cos θ,
where the discrete angles, θd, are 0◦ (x=1), 20◦ (x=1.06), 40◦ (x=1.3) and 60◦

(x=2). The error bar display the most likely width of the signal spectra. The
60◦ signal amplitude is a semi-deduced value, see text in Section 5.2. Measured
at 7 mbar.
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Figure 18: The measured signal amplitude at different pressures and voltages.
Measured with an Am-241 source with PPAC2. In the range shown, the de-
tection efficiency was close to 100% for all measurements, except for the lowest
measured voltage at 3 mbar, where the efficiency was ∼40-50%.

tion) . The values are deduced from the amplitude signal,A being proportional
to the number of charges, N collected of Eq. 12. The amplitude signal is then
logarithmized and divided by the pressure. The same curve-shapes are observed
in [12].

The results show that α increases with the reduced electric field, S. The
values are fit to Eq. 5 and two parameters of the gas, m and L, can be extracted;
the last parameter, K is a global factor that is fit to the results, among others,
it takes into account the conversion from charges in the PPAC to a measured
signal including all the electronic amplifications. The parameters found are
K = 0.5407 , m = 0.2445 and L = 17.07 (the units of the parameters in this
model depend on the parameter m because the exponential should end up with
unit 1 and the full expression: [mm−1-mbar−1]).

It is observed that the first Townsend coefficient increases with the reduced
electric field, in accordance with theoretical expectations as outlined in Ref. [12].

Time Resolution Measurements

The results of the time measurements are seen in Figure 20. Because of the
low activity of the sample and of the fast signals of the PPACs, the probability
of having random coincidence between both PPACs in a time window of a few
nanoseconds is very low. Hence, from the measurements it is also possible to
deduce the coincidence efficiency of detecting Am-241 alphas in both PPACs
by only allowing a small time stamp difference. A summary of all the results
of the measurements is found in Table 8. We can conclude that we have a high
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Figure 19: First Townsend coefficients deduced from measurements at different
pressures and voltages using PPAC2. The y-axis is the logarithm of measured
signal amplitudes A in mV divided by the pressure, p and distance, d between
the plates. On the x-axis are the reduced electric field, S = V/pd, where V is
the applied voltage. The line is a fit of the data to Eq. 5.
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Pressure [mbar] 3 5 7 9
σtot [ns] 1.35 0.97 0.93 0.83
Delay time [ns] 3.76 4.34 4.73 5.06
ηtot [%] 35.1 89.9 94.7 98.7
Each PPAC
FWHM [ns]

2.24(14) 1.61(6) 1.55(5) 1.38(5)

Table 8: The results of the time resolution measurements. The delay time is
measured between two PPACs, PPAC2 and PPAC6, placed 27.6 mm apart. A
Gaussian function is fit to the delay times and the standard deviation of the
distribution, σtot, is extracted. The efficiency, ηtot is the coincidence detection
efficiency of both PPACs. The time resolution (FWHM) is deduced by assuming
ideal electronics and two identical PPACs.

detection efficiency and that the time resolution of each PPAC is between 1 and
2 ns.

Fission Fragments Between two PPACs

The measured bias voltages were 380, 410 440, 470 and 500 V. The combined
detection efficiency was 99.75% for 380 V and 100% for all other voltages. The
results of the time difference between the two signals are displayed in Figure
21. We see the two characteristic ”humps” of fission fragments at high voltage
but not so clear for the lower voltage. From this we may conclude that the time
resolution of detecting fission fragments increases with voltage.

5.3 Discussion

As mentioned earlier when introducing the General Characterization the method
has its limitations. However, averaging the signal allows us to conclude that the
signal is there even though it is hidden by noise. This conclusion makes it quite
hard to measure the efficiency of PPACs using the average signal as noise might
hide true but small PPAC signals. This means that if one sets a leading edge
trigger just above the noise level, what is measured is an efficiency lower than the
actual PPAC efficiency. This means that to measure the low amplitude signals
the trigger needs to be on a downstream Si-detector and the signal spectrum
has to be properly analyzed.

The Angular Characterization with the DAQ yields some interesting results.
Foremost the method accurately demonstrates a linear increase of the signal
amplitude with distance in the working gas passed by the radiation (more pri-
mary ionizations results in a larger signal). Further, the method acknowledges
the general method using the oscilloscope as a viable option to characterize the
PPACs, since a simple scaling factor can be used to compare the two methods.

The dependences of the average amplitude on the bias and the gas pressure
are found to follow theoretical expectations [12]. The gas-amplification increases
towards lower pressure and higher voltages.

It is worth to mention that the time resolution results (measured with the
Am-241 alphas) are the worst-case scenario, assuming that only the PPACs are
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Figure 20: The delay-time between two PPACs, PPAC2 and PPAC6, placed
27.6 mm apart and the time resolution (FWHM) of each PPAC assuming ideal
electronics and two identical PPACs. The delay time is fit to an exponential
model: A exp(Bx) + C

.
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Figure 21: The time difference between two PPAC pulses created from fission
fragments. PPAC2 and PPAC1 are placed on either side of a Cf-source. Mea-
sured at different voltages at 3 mbar. The figure shows better time resolution at
higher voltages. This is demonstrated by the appearance of the characteristic
fission fragment energy spectrum seen at 500 V but not at 380 V. (The spec-
tra are not normalized and the 380 V spectrum contains almost twice as many
events.)
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contributing to the spread in time resolution. In other words, we have assumed
that σother = 0 in:

σ2
tot = σ2

1 + σ2
2 + σ2

other (14)

which is not true. This means that the contribution from the electronics and
acquisition system remains to be investigated and that the obtained estimates
of the PPAC time resolution should be interpreted as the upper limits. We
further assumed that for the two PPACs, time resolution is equal σ1 = σ2
which might not be the case at all because of the fragile contact between the
electrode and the connected cable. Therefore I think it is a good idea to test
each PPAC individually vs a detector with well defined time-resolution such as
a scintillator. Or, it might be possible to set up a system of three PPACs to
calculate the time resolution individually. Further, the time resolution might
improve by rotating the PPACs and place the cathode towards the source instead
for reasons discussed in 2.3 regarding the signal formation.

Assuming, non-relativistic particles and ideal vacuum, the time it takes for a
5.5 MeV α-particle to travel the 27.6 mm distance is 1.69 ns which is about one
nanosecond less than the extrapolated value at 0 mbar (2.5 ns) (see Figure 20).
The increased delay time is most likely due to differences in electronic paths of
the two systems. Or, use the pressure dependence displayed in Figure 20.

The measurements with fission fragments show that the time resolution in-
creases with the applied voltage. This is because the drift velocity increases with
the electric field strength, and thus it makes sense that faster signal formation
results in better time resolution because the pulses will be shorter. And we can
conclude that the best time resolution is found at the highest applied voltage.

The measurements conducted with fission fragments might explain the lower
time resolutions seen at lower pressures simply by the lower voltage applied.
However, more measurements are required because the drift velocity also de-
pends on the pressure.

In general, for higher reduced electric fields, the probability that a primary
ionized electron is contributing significantly to the signal, decreases according to
Eq. 6. This fact results in larger amplitude fluctuations for higher gas amplifica-
tion. How important this contribution is with respect to the other uncertainties
remains to be investigated but it might explain why the time resolution de-
creases with higher pressures. The time spent by the particle inside each PPAC
and the number of primary ionizations might also explain it. Therefore a more
thorough analysis should perhaps be performed. In Figure 23, in Appendix A.4
are the time resolution plots versus several different parameters which may, or
may not impact the time resolution. I think, the most important parameter is
the electric field strength, i.e. the applied voltage.

Regarding the uncertainties of the measurements which have not been dis-
cussed yet: What is clear is that the uncertainties of the general methods (with
the oscilloscope) are larger than those of the DAQ. I estimate the uncertainty of
the general methods to be ∼30 % which is too large to deduce a weak angular
dependence4. I think the large uncertainty is primarily due to the averaging
function of the oscilloscope and the readout from it.

The uncertainties of the DAQ method are believed to be quite small. How-
ever, the implemented Gaussian fit neglects events with high energy deposited in

4This assumption is based on the fact that the results in Figure 14, intertwine at 0◦ to 40◦

and according to Figure 17 their amplitude spectra overlap strongly with each other.
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the PPAC as well as noise events at the low-energy part of the signal amplitude
spectra. Therefore, what one can expect to measure is a slightly wider spectrum
and higher mean value (see Figure 15). One might consider to make further im-
provements to optimize the analysis of the data. However, this method was
used here since it gives comparable results for different pressures (at which one
might expect different energy tails due to more interactions between the particle
and gas molecules). At small signal amplitudes, the uncertainties increase due
to limitations in the resolution of the ADC. The same is true for large signal
amplitudes because one step of the external amplification is by-passed. Addi-
tionally, by removing one step the uncertainty of the amplification step adds to
the uncertainty if the signal is to be compared with a dually amplified signal.

An additional thing to investigate is the uniformity of the electric field. It
is worth studying how uniform the amplitude distribution is over the sensitive
area of a PPAC.

6 Conclusions

During this project several PPACs have been designed and built. This project
report provides a method that, together with the discussed improvements, allow
the fabrication of good quality detectors.

An activity chamber with a accurately defined solid angle has been designed
and built. For all the studied sources, the determinations of the parameters
associated to the chamber geometry (included the source itself) were accurate
to a level that did not limit the accuracy of the determined activities. Instead,
statistical errors played significant role in both alpha- and fission activity mea-
surements. Therefore, the potential of the created setup may be utilized better
by running longer measurements. Following this report I think one can conduct
very precise activity measurements with uncertainties as good as 0.1-0.2%. Im-
portant then is to thoroughly measure the dimensions of the source and run the
measurement for a long time. If measuring again the activities of the sources
studied in this report in a few months I think it is also possible to start mapping
the decay of the sources and, by doing so, one might be able to make out the
main radioactive isotopes in the samples.

Although the advantages of the chamber (the designed and manufactured
activity measurement chamber) were not fully exploited the results are still
accurate. For example the uncertainties are improved with respect to measure-
ments of the activity done by the research group, by 3.8-7.4 times (from 5.1 %
and 4.7 % to 0.69% and 1.24%) for the two Cf-252 sources.

The results from the PPAC characterization are quite interesting as several
expected effects can be confirmed: 1) the more energy deposited in the gas the
larger the signal 2) the signal exponential increment with the voltage applied,
3) the linear increase in path corresponds to a linear increase of the signal, 4)
the effect of straggling, represented by the wide signal spectra, 5) the effect of
slower particles depositing more energy, (the Bragg curve).

The time resolution of the manufactured PPACs is not good enough to
achieve the intended resolution for the NFS project. However, this should be
considered as a preliminary result, because as discussed earlier, all the param-
eters affecting the resolution needs to be investigated and the fact that the
electronic setup might contribute significantly to the measured time resolutions.
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We have observed that the pressure and applied electric field affects the
time resolution and that the best time resolution is found at high pressure and
applied electric field. Most likely this is due to the increased drift velocity of
the produced electrons. My first investigation would therefore be to look at the
trend of time resolution vs applied voltage at constant pressure.

From the PPAC characterization one may further conclude that the detection
efficiency is very high. As long as the signal is large enough to be separated
from the noise, the Am-241 alphas are detected with almost 100 % efficiency at
gas pressures of 5, 7 and 9 mbar. The lower efficiency seen at 3 mbar in Section
5.2 is primarily because the new PPACs discharge before higher efficiency is
reached, most likely through the non-covered Cu-tape (PPAC2 in this case had
>80% efficiency).

Fission fragments induce more primary ionizations in the gas and thus they
are expected to produce larger signals. This means that they are more easily
detected and that the efficiency to detect them is, at a specific reduced electric
field, higher than for alphas (if alphas are not detected with 100% efficiency of
course).
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A Appendix

A.1 Solid Angle Equations

The solid angle of a disc-source is calculated with: (Eq. (19) in Pommés paper)

ΩS =
2π

n

RD
Rs

n∑
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sin2 ϕ√
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=
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n
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where x = (R2
S + R2

D + d2)/2RSRD, y = d2/2RSRD, ϕ = (i − 0.5)π/n) and
n = 50 is enough for convergence.5

The uncertainty contribution of the source radius, RS is calculated with:
(Eq. (20) in the paper)
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The uncertainty contribution of the diaphragm radius, RD is calculated with:
(Eq. (21) in the paper)
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The uncertainty contribution of the source-diaphragm distance, d is calculated
with: (Eq. (22) in the paper)
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The uncertainty of the eccentricity is estimated with: (Eq. (13) in the paper)
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D. 6

Below are the lines of the matlab-script that is used to calculate the solid
angle. The variable names of the geometric parameters in the script are defined
as in Figure 6.

SA=0; %The solid angle of a disc-source on the symmetry axis.

x=(R_S^2+R_D^2+d^2)/2/R_S/R_D;

y=d^2/2/R_S/R_D;

n=50;

for i =1:n

fi=(i-0.5)*pi/n;

T=sin(fi)^2/sqrt(x-cos(fi))/(sqrt(y)+sqrt(x-cos(fi)));

SA=SA+2*pi/n*R_D/R_S*T;

end

5The parentheses in the definition of x are missing in Pommés article
6In the first term, the variable RD is missing an exponent in Pommés article
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A.2 Activity measurement

To extrapolate the alpha tail in the Am-241 source activity measurements the fit
panel in the ROOT-software was used to fit an exponential between ch 2440 and
3360 as seen in the histogram (Subfigure (b) in Figure 10) where the 4096 chan-
nels are divided into 512 bins. The exponential fits are on the form exp(A+bx)
where A and b are found in Table 9, note that the Am-241 measurement #2 is
not shown in any graph in this text as it almost identical to the first measure-
ment. The steps are 8 ch wide and the function is evaluated with a vector, x,
from the cut (threshold) at ch 1536 down to 0 in steps of 8. The integrals are
equal to 9.0 in the first spectrum and 9.4 events in the second spectrum.

The background tail is calculated in a similar way. An exponential is fit
to the histogram (Figure 10) between ch 264 to 672 and then the extrapolated
curve is integrated from ch 1536 to 4096 to be 0.3 and 0.1 events.

The histograms are then integrated above the 1532 ch cut (threshold). The
results are 248116 and 248083 events in the first and second measurements
respectively. The true number of events is then this value summed with the
extrapolated alpha tail with the background subtracted.

The Cf-252 sources are similarly analyzed. However two cuts are required
on both sides of the Cf-alphas. The cuts are at ch 128 and ch 512 and the fitting
parameters are summarized in Table 9. The 4096 channels are again divided
into 512 bins.

The uncertainty of the exponential parameters are summed or subtracted
with the fitting parameters and the minimum and maximum sums are shown.
(e.g. exp(A*±u1+(b*±u2) *x))

Am-(T141)- #1 Fit window [ch] A b Σ
Left α-tail 2440-3360 -5.81(42) 2.74(14)e(-3) 9.0(165 )
Background tail 264-672 5.19(15) -6.16(38)e(-3) 0.3(0.60.1)
Am-(T141)- #2 - - - -
Left α-tail 2440-3360 -5.76(41) 2.73(13)e(-3) 9.0(175 )
Background tail 216-632 5.36(12) -6.83(35)e(-3) 0.1(0.20.05)
Cf-(#1) - - - -
Left α-tail 176-232 -3.88(20) 5.33(91)e(-2) 45.3(15214 )
Right α-tail 320-416 2(2) -4.67(62)e(-2) 0
Left FF-tail 644-1520 1.231(82) 2.134(66)e(-3) 397.5(440359)
Background tail (α) 56-80 10.72(15) -4.98(23)e(-2) 335.3(550205)
Cf-(#2) - - - -
Left α-tail 168-192 -2.98(56) 5.46(31)e(-2) 128.4(31752 )
Right α-tail (*) 256-432 4.73(97) -9(3)e(-3) 14.8(2721 )
Left FF-tail 648-1632 -2.11(16) 3.82(11)e(-3) 24.2(2920)
Background tail (α) 40-64 9.30(14) -4.62(31)e(-2) 80.4(14744 )

Table 9: The Cf-252 source extrapolation parameters of the function
exp(A+bx). The last column, Σ shows the number of counts from the ex-
trapolation, the parenthesis shows the maximum and minimum sums. (*) A
refit might decrease the uncertainty contribution from the interpolation.

The uncertainty budgets not displayed in the report (for Cf-252(#1) and
(T141)) are displayed in Tables 10 and 11.
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Parameter Value
α——FF

Absolute uncertainty
value
α —— FF

Relative uncertainty
α —— FF

Contribution to the
relative activity
uncertainty
α —— FF

Distance, d [mm] 119.150 0.063 0.052% 0.10%
Diaphragm radius, RD [mm] 10.497 0.005 0.048% 0.09%
Eccentricity, e [mm] 0 1 - 0.01%
Source radius, RS [mm] 1.5 0.2 13.3% 4E-4%

Geometric efficiency Ω/4π 1.9291E-3 0.0027E-3 0.14% 0.14%
Scattered particles [#]
false events

103 —— 1 103 —— 1 100% ——100% - —— -

Tunnel through diaphragm [#]
false events

79 —— 0 79 —— 0 100% —— - - —— -

Added interpolation [#]
true events

252 —— 391 107 —— 43 42.5% —— 11% - —— -

Subtracted interpolation [#]
false events

737 —— 0 258 —— 0 35% —— - - —— -

Detector counts [#] 2,462,237——23,063 1,569 —— 152 0.064% —— 0.65% - —— ∼0.6%
Time [s] 134,256.51 0 - -

Total count [#] 2,461,765.66 ——
23,459.47

1599 —— 158 0.065%—— 0.67% 0.065%—— 0.67%

Activity [Bq] 9,505 —— 45.29 15 —— 0.31 0.16% —— 0.69% 0.15% —— 0.69%

Table 10: The parameters of the setup and the uncertainty budget for Cf-(#1). The most significant error contributors are shown in bold
font.
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Parameter Value
m1 —— m2

Absolute uncertainty
value
m1 —— m2

Relative uncertainty
m1 —— m2

Contribution to the
relative activity
uncertainty
m1 —— m2

Distance, d [mm] 119.385 0.035 0.029% 0.06%
Diaphragm radius, RD [mm] 10.497 0.005 0.048% 0.09%
Eccentricity, e [mm] 0 1 - 0.01%
Source radius, RS [mm] 1.5 0.5 33% 0.001%

Geometric efficiency Ω/4π 1.9215E-3 0.0021E-3 0.11% 0.11%
Scattered particles [#]
false events

10 —— 10 10 —— 10 100% ——100% - —— -

Tunnel through diaphragm [#]
false events

8 —— 8 8 —— 8 100% —— - - —— -

Added extrapolation [#]
true events

9 —— 9 7 —— 7 78% —— 78% - —— -

Subtracted extrapolation [#]
false events

0.3 —— 0.1 0.35 —— 0.11 116% ——110% - - —— -

Detector counts [#] 248,116——248,083 498 —— 498 0.2% —— 0.2% ∼0.2% —— ∼0.2%
Time [s] 8,171.29——8186.15 0——0 - -

Total count [#] 248,10.65 —— 248,092.31 498 —— 498 0.21%—— 0.21% -—— -

Activity [Bq] 15,801 —— 15,772 37 —— 37 0.23% —— 0.24% 0.24% —— 0.24%

Table 11: The parameters of the setup and the uncertainty budget for Am source, T141. Two separate measurements, m1 and m2. The
most significant error contributors are shown in bold font.
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A.3 Local noise suppression

An original (unamplified) PPAC signal is quite small, and therefore it is im-
portant to suppress the noise level. A lot of time was spent on the local setup
trying to equalize the grounds levels of the electronic crate and Medley cham-
ber to minimize the noise. The final setup can be seen in Figure 22 where the
weaved grounding wire inclusion highlighted with a star (cable is shown in pink)
seemed to solve most of the issue.

Different parts of the two sub-systems (NIM-crate and Medley) potentially
have different ground levels, different ground nodes, named Inner connector
plate, (I), Outer connector plate, (O) and Preamps, (P) as shown in Figure
22. The three nodes’ ground levels are due to the path that any noise induced
current would have to take from the node to ground. Referring to Figure 22
imagine the noise being picked up by the cables near the preamp, for it to go to
the ground it would chose to go through the signal cables if the pink cable were
not there. What the cable inclusion does is to allow a low impedance path for
the noise to dissipate in the ground.

Figure 22: In the figure are the estimated relative impedances of the ground
cables in the setup. The values come from the cable lengths. The ”<” -sign
indicates a weaved low impedance cable. The grounding wire highlighted with
a star is believed to be the most impactful one.

A.4 PPAC Characterization

Figure 23 shows speculated time resolution dependencies.

A.5 PPAC Frame Characterization

In the last page of this Appendix is a table of the build PPACs attached.
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Figure 23: Speculated relations in the time resolution.
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Frame pair Electrode
Glue  

Kapton
Evap. date

Pin/cable 

Final ass.
PPAC

% Amp. vs 

PPAC2
Notes

F1-F2
(PRE) 2um mylar,            

40nm aluminium
PPAC 1

Electrodes are damaged

F3-F4
(PRE) 2um mylar,            

40nm aluminium
PPAC 2 100%

Electrodes are damaged

F5-F6
0.9um mylar,             

[N/A]nm aluminium
PPAC 3

Electrodes are damaged, s/n worse than PPAC 1 / PPAC 2

F7-F8
0.9um mylar,        

60(10)nm aluminium
180207-08

F7  damaged, beyod repair

F9-F10
0.9um mylar,        

60(10)nm aluminium

180209          

180212
180215

180403        

180405
PPAC5 191%

F10 broke when gluing pins, hole "fixed" with Kapton tape

F11-F12
(PRE) 2um mylar,            

40nm aluminium

180207                                           

-
-

F13-F14
0.9um mylar,          

40(5)nm aluminium

180219 ~    

180221 ~
180221 *

Electrodes are damaged

F15-F16
0.9um mylar,       

80(15)nm aluminium

180221 ~    

180223 ~
180228 * ^

180313        

180315
PPAC 4 147%

Electrodes are damaged, small puncture holes and wrinkled spots

F17-F18
0.9um mylar,          

45(5)nm aluminium

180221 ~     

180223 ~
180214

180304        

180305
PPAC6 151%

F17-F18 broke when gluing pins, hole "fixed" with Kapton tape

F19-F20
0.9um mylar, 180223 ~     

180312
180321

F19-F20: circle marks'

F21-F22
0.9um mylar, 180309           

180312

F21-F22: circle marks'

* Damaged in evaporator

^ Evaporated twice

 ' From evaporator vacuum sucking the electrode towards the mounting tray

~ Deduced date
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